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Welcome to Red Hat
Triangle Wiki Day

- Hi, I’m Jason Hibbets
  - Project manager at Red Hat
  - Open*government moderator opensource.com
  - Community catalyst
  - Editor southwestraleigh.com
  - CityCamp Raleigh co-chair
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• What is CityCamp Raleigh?
  • Civic activists
  • Hackers
  • Govies

} A better city through open source and open data
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- Code across America
  - Austin, Texas
  - Chattanooga, Tennessee
  - Chicago, Illinois
  - Dallas, Texas
  - Detroit, Michigan
  - Honolulu, Hawaii
  - Macon, Georgia

- New Orleans, Louisiana
  - Norfolk, Virginia
  - Oakland, California
  - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  - Raleigh, North Carolina
  - San Diego, California
  - San Francisco, California
  - Santa Cruz, California
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- Why are you here?
  - Learn
  - Contribute
  - Teach
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• My first Triangle Wiki page
Search results for "jason hibbets"

No page with the exact title "jason hibbets" exists.
Create this page

No results found.

Except where otherwise noted, this content is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution License. See Copyrights.
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• Social media
  • Twitter: @trianglewiki
  • Hashtag: #triwiki
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- Logistics
  - Drinks & snacks
  - Restrooms
  - Wireless
  - Helpdesk
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Thank today’s volunteers

Image credits: Raleigh Public Record
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- Keynote speaker
  - Raleigh At-Large city councilor:

Mary-Ann Baldwin